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Condair’s steam humidifiers are playing a vital role in maintaining
the exceptional craftsmanship involved in the production of
Steinway’s famous pianos. 

Steinway & Sons, synonymous with building the world’s best and
finest pianos for over 160 years, recently refurbished its impressive
London showroom in Marylebone. The company required its
contractor to create the optimum environmental conditions to
prevent the wood used to craft these precision instruments from
warping. Condair’s resistive steam (RS) humidifiers were specified
and then installed in three rooms in the building, including the
basement where the workshop is situated. All the units are feeding
steam into air handling units to maintain the vital humidity levels
required.

Steinway’s UK managing director, Craig Terry, explains:
“Incredibly rare and expensive wood is used in some of our models
– but actually any type of wood is susceptible to changes in
environmental conditions. Dryness is the enemy of pianos so
humidity is really important. We need 40% to 50% humidity all the
time to protect the wood, whether they’re in the showroom or the
workshop. Condair’s units are ideal for the job. 

“And because we rely so heavily on the reliability of the
humidifiers, we also contracted with Condair to service the
humidifiers at regular intervals. Would I recommend Condair? Oh
yes, they’ve supplied great service.”

If these precision musical instruments, which are worth many
thousands of pounds each, are exposed to dry air it can change the
instrument’s dimensions very slightly. This would be detrimental to
their performance and result in them requiring much more frequent
tuning, eventually leading to permanent deterioration over time.
Thankfully, Condair’s RS humidifiers provide the perfect
protection.

The Condair RS humidifiers installed at Steinway are capable of
creating up to 16kg/h of humidity but the range has models offering
maximum outputs from 5 to 160kg/h. The humidifier delivers
accurate control without the expense of plastic disposable boiling
cylinders, simplifying maintenance and keeping downtime to a
minimum. Scale that forms on the heating elements breaks off
under normal operation and falls into the externally located scale

collector tank. Scale removal is a simple process of draining the
tank with the push of a button, allowing the unit to cool then
disconnecting the tank and emptying it.

An advanced touchscreen control panel makes operation simple,
while providing detailed diagnostic reporting. In addition, a USB
connection allows performance data to be downloaded into Excel
and the humidifier’s software to be easily updated.

Dave Marshall-George, UK Sales Director at Condair, added:
“Humidity control for Steinway is of particular importance during
winter in the UK. As soon as the weather turns cold, indoor
humidity may drop below the required 40%RH. However, air
conditioning systems will also dry the air, so the humidification
system will have been in regular use. Basically, whenever there’s a
requirement to precisely control the environmental conditions
around the pianos, the humidifiers will automatically do exactly
what’s needed of them.

“We really value our relationship with Steinway and appreciate
their faith in both the capability of the Condair RS humidifiers and
our service engineers, who keep them running in tip top condition.” 

The Condair Group is the world’s leading specialist in
humidification, dehumidification and evaporative cooling, with
technologies for commercial, industrial and heritage applications.
The company offers system design, manufacture, supply,
installation, commissioning, maintenance and spares. You can find
out more by visiting the company’s website at www.condair.co.uk.
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Condair in tune with Steinway

Yorkshire high voltage power specialist
Smith Brothers has been awarded a five-
year contract to provide ongoing
maintenance at the Goole home of Europe’s
leading flat glass producer, Saint Gobain.

The appointment follows news that Saint
Gobain is investing £30m in its East
Yorkshire site*, in a bid to further secure
the long-term supply of high-quality glass
in the UK – marking one of the largest
single investments made in manufacturing
capability in the UK glass and window
industries this year.

Under the new agreement, Smith
Brothers’ services and infrastructure
division will be responsible for conducting
all routine maintenance relating to one
11kV and two 66kV substations – as well
as the power control room and all
associated electrical and protective
equipment.

Ben Whitaker, business development and
sales manager at Smith Brothers explained:
“This comprehensive maintenance
agreement provides a healthy stream of
work until 2026 – and falls firmly in line
with our business strategy to bolster our
flourishing maintenance portfolio.

“There are not many
contractors that can
suitably operate and
maintain both 66kV and
11kV infrastructure – as
industrial sites usually
rely on the latter.
Therefore, we’re proud
that our in-house
expertise in high voltage
(HV) and extra high
voltage (EHV) – earned
through years of working
across a range of
renewable and generation settings – enables
us to ensure Saint Gobain Glass remains
operational 24/7.”

The contract comes three years after
Smith Brothers was appointed as the
Independent Connection Provider (ICP) to
upgrade the Eggborough manufacturing
facility’s HV system and connect it to the
grid. 

Mick Dickinson, global reliability
manager at Saint Gobain Glass added: “For
manufacturing sites like ours – where
smooth operations are key to business
success – zero-downtime is really
important, as any unforeseen interruptions

can be highly disruptive.

“Having worked with Smith Brothers on
various electrical upgrades to the site in
2018 – and knowing the reliability and
quality of service we received – we were
keen to keep them involved in our day-to-
day operations when the time came to
review our long-term maintenance
provider.”

Works have already begun on the
programme rollout – which will last until at
least the end of May 2026 – in a bid to
limit unnecessary downtime, nuisance
tripping, and unexpected faults, while also
ensuring substation safety for site workers. 

Smith Brothers wins five-year maintenance contract from Saint-Gobain Glass 
Q 007Smith Brothers



fds is pleased to announce the
appointment of Loughview Timber, a
joinery specialist, to its growing network of
doorset manufacturing partners.  

Based in Craigavon, Northern Ireland,
Loughview will create opportunities across
the UK and Republic of Ireland. It will
meet demand for a robust and proven GRP
composite fire door system in both new and
replacement door markets.  

Loughview was approved for the fds
network due to its proven capability as a
fabricator of composite pre-hung fire
doorsets. Extensive manufacturing
experience in support of social housing,
commercial and domestic markets;
dedication to quality; and an appetite for
ambitious growth were also key factors.

fds insists that all stages of the supply
chain up to and including doorset
manufacture are third-party certified to the
BM Trada Q-Mark Fire Door Manufacturer
certification scheme. As such, Loughview
was audited and met the non-mandatory
requirements of Q-Mark STD 170.  The
family firm also met the stringent standards
of Q-Mark PAS 24 and was granted the

prestigious Secured by Design (SBD)
status.

Over the past two years, Loughview has
streamlined its product portfolio, focusing
on doors, both internal and external.  

Company director, Niall McCartan says:
“Joining the fds manufacturing network is
a good strategic fit for our business. Pre-
Grenfell, our composite fire door range was
little more than an add-on, now, with the
support of fds and after significant
investment we have ambitious plans to
grow this side of our business.”

The company directors anticipate
significant growth in GRP composite fire
door sales over the next five years,
especially in support of replacement fire
door schemes.  

Niall continues: “We are working hard to
develop awareness of the fds system;
educating decision makers about the
improved solutions available. So far, the
pre-hung fire doorset has been extremely
well-received, and we are already busy
developing new opportunities with
registered providers.  

“We have been impressed by the support
and assistance provided by fds from day
one. A lot of people talk about being a
partner but sadly, that’s not always the case.
However, I’m pleased to say that our
relationship with fds is genuinely working,
it’s an excellent partnership. We are proud
to be part of this progressive network and
we are excited for the future.”

Andy Grogan, associate sales director for
Distinction Doors, stockist and distributor
of the fds brand, said: “We are very pleased
to welcome Loughview Timber to the fds
network. They are a great business to
partner with. By investing in the Q-Mark
scheme, they are not only proving their
commitment to fds but also to producing a
high-quality, compliant fire doorset,
consistently. 
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Humidity control specialist, Condair, has recently
appointed two new Directors to its Senior Management
Team. Dave Marshall-George, formerly UK & IE Sales
Manager, has been promoted to Sales Director, and Tony
Tullett, formerly Service Manager, has been promoted to
Service Director.

Tony Fleming, Director / Head of Sales Cluster Northern
Europe, commented, “It is with great pleasure that we
welcome Dave and Tony to their new roles at Condair Ltd.
Both have been with the company for many years, and are
hugely experienced in developing the organisation and
managing our sales and service teams. This enhancement of
our local management team brings fresh drive and
direction, enabling us to focus on improving even further
our customer experience across sales activities and
strengthening our after sales support.”

Dave Marshall-George, newly appointed Sales Director,
comments, “I am delighted to join The Senior Management
Team at Condair Ltd. This is such an exciting and
important time to be working in humidity control, with the
recent recognition of the role HVAC plays in maintaining
the health of society. Humidity’s contribution to indoor
environmental quality is vital, but greatly undervalued by
many. I’m looking forward to expanding our clients’
knowledge of this and to developing other markets, where
humidity control provides a valued return on investment.”

Tony Tullett, newly appointed Service Director,
comments, “Condair has always prided itself on delivering
not just the right solution for our customers’ needs but
supporting them throughout the lifetime of our products’
use. We deliver the manufacturer’s knowledge on-site with
our nationwide team of 18 service engineers. In my new
role, I am eager to expand Condair’s service offering even
more with products such as rapid response agreements and
recommended service consumable packs.”

The Condair Group is the world’s leading specialist in humidity
control and evaporative cooling, with energy efficient, hygienic and
innovative technologies for commercial, industrial and heritage

applications. Condair is represented in the UK by Condair Ltd,
which offers system design, manufacture, supply, installation,
commissioning, maintenance and spares. You can find out more by
visiting the company’s website at www.condair.co.uk.

New Condair Directors at the helm
Q 012    Condair

fds announces new manufacturing partner
Q 009FDS
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Wavestore v6.28 introduces intelligent Event Rules and powerful
forensic search of stored video using Video Analytics metadata
from cameras.

Wavestore is introducing an updated version of its open-platform
and highly secure Linux-based Video Management Software
(VMS). 

Wavestore v6.28 represents a major step forward as it enables
highly accurate real-time event detection and powerful forensic
search using video analytics metadata from selected ONVIF
cameras. This allows events to be triggered only when specific
circumstances occur. For example, if a car went through an exit
where only trucks are permitted, or more than 4 persons in an area
where there is a limit. There are many rules to choose from,
including box entry and exit, object removed, object idle, and
crowding of people or objects. The rules are programmed and run
within Wavestore, not the cameras, and only using the object class
and position metadata derived from these devices. Hence, the rules
and event responses are easy to set up, consistent, and accurate.
Furthermore, they can easily be built into powerful event responses
using Wavestore’s highly customisable Cause and Effect Rules
Engine.

As a major additional benefit, the capturing of video analytics
metadata can also be used to carry out powerful and detailed
forensic searching. This searching is also based upon the class of
an object, such as type of vehicle, and its position within each
captured frame, as such allowing for searching on direction and
speed as well as position. This is combined with the near-
instantaneous retrieval of video data, which is a unique feature of
Wavestore’s proprietary LASS technology, to give operators

exactly the right video information being searched for, quickly and
easily.

“Wavestore has always sat at the forefront of innovation with our
dedicated and passionate team of developers, and so making the
move to incorporating more real-user benefits using video analytics
data as they become more reliable and accurate was a natural
progression for this release” said Julian Inman, Product Director at
Wavestore. “It is paramount that when we make such additions to
our VMS that we ensure the benefits can be seen throughout our
features, such as with our enhanced search and Event Rules.” 

There are a number of other updates which allow Wavestore
systems to be more easily set up and managed, including:

• System setup is even faster by the facility to push and pull
camera names to and from cameras.

• A new ’track’ command reports current and daily bandwidth
used per recording track so we can see exactly where disk space is
being used.

• Our Diagnostics download facility now includes server
statistics, down to the logging of CPU utilisation per CPU.

• Our intuitive Status Summary screen now includes camera IP
address and duration of recording for each recording track,
including in CSV export.

• The default language of the WaveView client is now
automatically detected based on the operating system, but for
added flexibility this can be overridden in Preferences.

• The camera IP address is now available as a tag for inclusion in
camera subtitles.

Wavestore v6.28
Q 021Wavestore

Fiona Strens, Professor of
Practice on Security &
Resilience at the University of
Strathclyde, joins Corps
Security as non-executive
director. 

Prior to her position as Professor of
Practice leading on Security & Resilience
at the University of Strathclyde, Strens
spent ten years leading CrowdVision, the
video analytics company she co-founded.
CrowdVision was designed to keep people
safe and optimise traffic flow in crowded
places like airports, events, and venues. Her
career has spanned Government (UK
Ministry of Defence), and consultancy,
always with a focus on strategies and
innovations for enhanced security and
business efficiencies and productivity. 

Strens has previous non-executive
director and advisory experience, and
mentors entrepreneurs and young people
considering science, technology,
engineering, and maths (STEM) careers.

Strens will sit alongside the Corps board
comprising: Malcolm Groat, chairman;
Chris Nickols, non-executive director; Nick
Pearch, non-executive director; Mike
Bullock, chief executive officer; and Paul
Craggs, chief financial officer. 

Fiona Strens, non-executive director,
Corps Security said: “I am both delighted
and proud to be joining the world’s oldest
security company as non-executive director.
With the organisation receiving social
enterprise certification last month this is an
exciting time to be joining the team.”

Malcolm Groat, chairman, Corps Security
commented: “I’m very pleased to welcome
Fiona to the board. Her depth of security
expertise is invaluable. This combined with 

her board and mentoring experience means
she was the natural choice. We are pleased
to have Fiona onboard, and we welcome
her to the Corps team.”

Corps Security strengthens board with
new non-executive director

Q 022    Corps Security
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LANDSCAPE - the UK’s premier landscaping
exhibition, is pleased to announce the 10th
anniversary show will take place on 3rd & 4th
November 2021, at the National Exhibition Centre
in Birmingham.

Welcoming over 200 exhibitors with a vast collection of industry-
leading products and services and innovation for the design, build
and management of exterior and interior landscape projects,
LANDSCAPE 2021 is the trade event you will not want to miss –
and the best part is, it’s all FREE! 

As the first in-person trade show back, The LANDSCAPE Show
is perfect opportunity to reconnect with others in the industry and
keep up to date with the latest news and innovations! The extensive
exhibitor list ensures that when they say that there is “something
for everyone”, they really do mean it!

LANDSCAPE continues to offer the most up-to-date and current
seminar programme around with Estate Management, Lighting,
Arboriculture, Rooftop Gardens and Climate Change being just
some of the many topics covered. Across both days there are 44
CPD accredited seminars taking place. Both the exhibition and all
seminar sessions are free to attend. Expect the biggest names in
landscaping to feature in the 2021 line up and be sure to keep an
eye on LANDSCAPE’s social media channels. 

LANDSCAPE is thrilled to bring this year’s show to the NEC for
the first time. The move to a larger venue in Birmingham gives the
ability to grow and create a bigger show. This exciting new chapter
for LANDSCAPE has put the health and best interests of both
exhibitors and visitors front and centre with many still uneasy
about venturing into London. 

The LANDSCAPE Show will be open from 10am-6pm on
Wednesday 3rd November, and 10am-5pm on Thursday 4th
November. To register for your free tickets to attend the show,
simply visit the registration page at
www.landscapeshow.co.uk/register

See you there!
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Q 024The Landscape Show

ADSA has welcomed a second cohort to
its Powered Pedestrian Door Technician
Apprenticeship delivered by South
Staffordshire College.

The group of 16 met for their first
classroom session at the Tamworth campus
at the end of September…following in the
footsteps of cohort one which has begun its
final year of study.

Said ADSA Managing Director, Ken
Price: “We are delighted to welcome
students to the second cohort of the PPD
Technician Apprenticeship in Staffordshire.
We now have a total of 26 apprentices
progressing their study at the start of their
careers within the industry.

“In creating the apprenticeship, we sought
to bridge a skills gap for the industry and
develop a future workforce that would put
quality standards at the heart of its delivery.
We are pleased that the sector has
responded so positively. It is clear that
there is an appetite to invest in the
development of those coming into the
business."

Cohort two includes
newcomers from Access
Solutions Northern Ltd,
Bolton Gate, Entec Door
Services, MGS, Kone Cranes,
JWL Doors Ltd, ADC, Record
UK and Crucial Engineering.

“The apprenticeship is
available to all industry-
related companies, not just
ADSA members,” added Ken.
“Our mission is to promote the highest
standards in the manufacture, specification,
installation and service of automatic doors
and that applies to everyone involved in it.”

Among the new starters in a familiar face
from the world of automatic doors. Steve
Rutherford, who has more than 20 years’
experience in the industry, has been
appointed by the college as apprenticeship
practitioner – delivering sector-specific
skills and understanding to those on the
course.

Across the Irish Sea there has been
further good news. The PPD Technician

Apprenticeship has been green-lighted for
delivery in Northern Ireland through the
South Eastern Regional College (SERC), in
Downpatrick. It will offer the two-year,
level two, apprenticeship with the
opportunity to extend it to a level three
qualification with a further year’s study in
electronics.

Funding streams have now been put in
place to enable employers to tap into
support for employed pathway
apprenticeships. Enrolment is now
underway for the first Irish cohort to start
early in 2022.

ADSA welcomes new apprentices
Q 025    ADSA

Further information can be found online: 

Website: landscapeshow.co.uk 

Email: info@landscapeshow.co.uk 

Phone: +44 (0)20 7821 8221 

Twitter: @LandscapeEvent #LANDSCAPE2021

Instagram: @Landscape.show #LANDSCAPE2021



Office Space

Adaptable office spaces will
help the hybrid model fly

Allan Wood, Managing Director, Optima Major Works

The hybrid model is dominating many organisations’ return to
work planning, driving a seismic change in how current
building stock is utilised, and how future offices are designed
and built. Business owners, HR departments and commercial
facilities managers are challenged with reimagining their real
estate and office spaces, seeking the best ways to support
more social and collaborative space, while keeping everyone
safe. 

Not surprisingly, for the facilities and building management
industry, there’s a lot of uncertainty. With this in mind, Optima
recently hosted a roundtable to explore what offices will look
like post-Covid. We brought together a group of architects,
workplace interior design specialists, facilities management and
HR strategists, who gave their first-hand views of what’s
already happening in the market, and their predictions for the
future. 

Enhanced spaces will attract employees back 
Our experts noted that, from a health and safety perspective,

there must be plenty of room for manoeuvre in contemporary
offices, to allow for ongoing social distancing. There was
consensus that utilisation levels will drop, with many
employees only requiring a desk two or three times a week. 

The days of ‘cramming people in’ are over, noted one of the
participants. “The big driver used to be: how many people can
we get in this space? People aren’t accepting that now. They
want to come into the office less, but have a pleasant
experience when they do, and they want collaboration spaces.” 

Creating a healthier, happier environment will, in many cases,
require better analysis of air quality, better HVAC systems, and
designs that introduce more natural lighting. Delivering a good
acoustic within a new office layout will also be vital, noted one
participant. New lifestyle-led aspirations should be considered,
which might mean the adoption of a more ‘home-style’
aesthetic and flexibility to work and collaborate across the
office, rather than be fixed to one desk. 

Versatility will be the name of the game, so that reconfigured
layouts can change over time. Freestanding adaptable meeting
rooms (AMRs) perfectly suit modern working methods for
example, from collaborating, to socialising to private working. 

Planning flexibly 
Everyone involved in the design, fit-out and operation of

offices, needs to have robust short, medium and long-term
plans in place to accommodate fluctuating levels of building
occupancy, required facilities and their ongoing maintenance, it
was agreed. 

In the first instance, it’s creating a strategy and schedule for
that first day back, ensuring all health and safety guidelines

have been met, and access to offices for various occupants is
as seamless and low-risk as possible. 

Then the focus should be on ensuring teams are fully up to
speed with any new physical and digital systems which might
have been implemented to assist a smooth return to the office
for a flexible workforce. Training will be needed for desk
booking platforms, video conferencing facilities or freestanding,
temporary AMRs. 

In the medium to long-term, it’s about conducting regular
strategic and tactical audits to guarantee the organisation’s
approach sits in line with evolving requirements, and tweaking
accordingly. Finally, it’s about reviewing systems and facilities
to see how they are performing over an extended period of
time. Increasingly, resource management platforms and data
analytics of usage levels will help FMs understand evolving
employee needs, and reconfigure space and services
accordingly.

Safety first forever
Many companies have introduced protocols or undertaken fit-

outs which simultaneously offer their workers comfort and
protection. 

Here the choice of fixtures, fittings and finishes within the
space can have a bearing. At the roundtable, one architect
noted an increase in the use of non-porous materials,
seamlessly joined or sealed, which discourage the harbouring
of harmful bacteria and germs. He said these types of surfaces,
which range from reinforced glass partitions to engineered
stone flooring, are much easier to clean and will withstand
strong antiseptic products. 

Another highlighted the importance of educating O&M teams
to look after these features in the correct way, particularly
when cleaning them, to prevent any accidental damage which
can pose a risk. 

The discussion concluded that workspaces of the future will
need to be highly flexible, both day-to-day, and over time, as
needs and expectations change. We’re heading into unchartered
waters, but with FMs working closely with innovative designers,
contractors and suppliers, the office of the future is shaping up
to be a remarkable place.
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Golden Thread Regulations

Dealing with the New Golden Thread Regulations

Paul McDevitt, Managing
Director of TÜV SÜD Building
Advisory Service, a data
management and analytics
business, which ensures that
building owners, managers
and occupiers can access the
information they need to
make fully informed
decisions. 

Following key proposals made by Dame Judith Hackitt after
the Grenfell Tower disaster, the UK’s Building Safety Bill is
expected to come into force in 2023. This will ensure
accountability for those involved in the lifecycle of high-rise
residential buildings over six storeys or 18 metres and includes
the requirement for a golden thread of information. This details
how a building was designed, built and maintained throughout
its lifetime, recording decisions made and creating a distinct
trail of accountability to support building safety. This is
intended to ensure that the right people have the right
information at the right time to ensure buildings remain safe
as risks are managed effectively. 

These regulatory changes are likely to have major financial
and practical consequences for the residential housing sector.
For example, when residents move into a building it will need
to be registered with the Building Safety Regulator and an
application made for a Building Assurance Certificate. Once the
building is in use, an Accountable Person must be designated,
who is responsible for conducting and maintaining a safety
case risk assessment for the building, and a Building Safety
Manager appointed to oversee this day to day. Building
inspectors who sign buildings off as safe will have to follow
the new rules and must register with the regulator. The Bill
also introduces the concept of duty holders that have statutory
responsibilities and will be accountable for managing all risks
across the building’s lifecycle. So, it is clear that this new Bill
has significant implications for the facilities management
industry.

High-rise residential buildings will go through three
“gateways” at key construction points. These are stop/go
decision points at which there will be rigorous inspection
against regulatory requirements:

• Planning gateway one - applicants demonstrate that the
planning application incorporates thinking on fire safety (where
it relates to land use planning). Specialist fire safety expertise
is provided to local planning authorities on a statutory basis.

• Gateway two (technical design and construction phase) -



bolsters the current building control deposit of plans stage
with the Building Safety Regulator (BSR) as the only option of
building control body for in-scope buildings. A building control
application will be required, and this gateway provides a ‘hard
stop’ where construction cannot begin until the BSR has
approved the building control application.

• Gateway three (the current building control completion/ final
certificate stage - will provide a ‘hard stop’ at which the BSR
undertakes final inspections and issues a completion
certificate. Prescribed documents and information on the as-
built building will be required, and information must be
handed over to the person(s) responsible for the building in
use (accountable person in occupation).

Golden thread management
A formal definition of the golden thread has now been

approved by the UK Government’s Ministry of Housing,
Communities & Local Government. This sets out five key
criteria:

1 The golden thread will hold the information that those
responsible for the building require to identify, understand,
manage and mitigate building safety risks in order to prevent
or reduce the severity of the consequences of fire spread, or
structural collapse throughout the lifecycle of the building. The
information stored in the golden thread will be reviewed and
managed so that the information retained at all times achieves
this purpose.

2. The golden thread covers both the information and
documents, and the information management processes (or
steps) used to support building safety. The government has
defined the information as including all the information
necessary to understand and manage risks to prevent or
reduce the severity of the consequences of fire spread, or
structural collapse in a building.

3. The golden thread information should be stored as
structured digital information. It will be stored, managed,

maintained and retained in line with the golden thread
principles (see annex below). The government will specify
digital standards, which will provide guidance on how the
principles can be met.

4. The digital thread information management approach will
apply through design construction, occupation, refurbishment
and on-going management of buildings. It supports the wider
changes in the regime to promote a culture of building safety.

5. Building safety should be taken to include the fire and
structural safety of a building and the safety of all the people
in or in the vicinity of a building, (including emergency
responders).

The golden thread brings many challenges, not least ensuring
the competence of those designing, constructing, repairing and
operating buildings, and how this is checked and reported. The
cost of aggregating golden thread information could also be
very expensive, particularly for organisations responsible for
multiple tower blocks. Legacy IT systems may also create gaps
in essential data and cause delays as information must be
digitised, which may require the use of drones and digital
scanning to create 3D scans of existing buildings - all of which
requires specific expertise.

Although Building Information Modelling (BIM) or adherence
to ISO 19650 is not mandated, applying ISO 19650 would be
an effective way to meet many of the golden thread
requirements. BIM is therefore a vital element of achieving a
golden thread practice as it creates a digital record of a
construction project that is shared collaboratively between all
project parties – from the architect to the client. 

A Building Asset Portal can be used to gather, consolidate,
store, manage and provide 24/7 availability of data with
controlled access for all stakeholders related to a building’s
construction and ongoing maintenance. By effectively and
efficiently collecting, managing and analysing asset data,
information gaps or inaccuracies can be identified so that
informed decisions are made that also save considerable time
and money.

10
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Golden Thread Regulations

Data management software and data management techniques
can be used to create easily navigable and secure dashboards
for all relevant stakeholders, for real-time review. These should
include fully integrated BIM models and could progress to the
creation of digital twins. Artificial intelligence will enhance this
process further to deliver real insights, which add value and
enable better informed decisions to be made about the built
asset.

Documents and information should be stored and kept, and
statutory guidance will be issued to support this. These
prescribed standards will ensure the information is accessible
and can easily be used during design, construction and
occupation to ensure building safety. This provision also gives
building control authorities or other prescribed persons the
power to require documents and information to be shared with
them and others in certain circumstances. Building regulations
under this clause will define the prescribed circumstances
where information must be shared and the prescribed persons
it must be shared with in these circumstances. 

While the Building Safety Bill is an extremely positive step, as
it aims to improve high-rise residential buildings safety, it does
present a significant challenge for the entire construction
industry – and not least the facilities management sector.
These new requirements must be complied with in a tight
timescale over the next two years and failure to do so can lead
to significant financial penalties and or imprisonment. However,
in the long-term, improving accountability for those involved in
a building’s entire lifecycle will raise the bar for safety, quality
and sustainability, ultimately reducing risk for building owners,
facilities managers and occupiers. 

About TÜV SÜD http://www.tuvsud.com/en-
gb/buildings

TÜV SÜD’s Building Advisory Service is a data
management and analytics business, which is a part of
the Real Estate division. Its advanced digital portal
provides building owners, managers and occupiers
with real-time information by integrating an asset’s,
quality, safety and sustainability data. This ensures
that end-users can access the information they need,
when they need it and in a format they can use easily
- allowing them to make fully informed decisions. 

TÜV SÜD’s Real Estate division is part of TÜV SÜD,
one of the world’s leading technical service providers,
which has more than 25,000 employees located across
over 1,000 locations.



Health and Safety experts, Reece Safety
talk us through the safety measures to
take for external premises protection.
For any business, it is paramount to ensure that the exterior

of a premises is protected from the different safety breaches
that may occur. Theft, vandalism and trespassers are all
potential ways in which damage to a building or site could
occur which in turn can put both stress and financial strain
upon a company. 

Investing in external protection for a building and its
surrounding areas is important for long term security and
peace of mind and there are several ways to improve security
of a premises overall. 

Assess the risks
A full risk assessment of the building and exterior premises

should be undertaken, which will review and recognise site
risks and hazards, as well as weak spots within security. Risks
to site safety, such as broken locks, faulty doors or windows,
or damaged fencing can be identified through a thorough risk
assessment and can then be acted upon immediately.

Following a risk assessment, responsibility for security for the

premises should be allocated to one individual, usually a
manager or owner, who should check security systems, ensure
safety procedures are being followed and monitor contact with
insurers and emergency services.

Improve weak points in your security
A risk assessment will identify weak areas where security can

be improved with protective measures, which will save time
and money long term. Stricter security may be needed for any
vulnerable points that have been identified, such as a
controlled access system, limiting entry and exit points and
increased fire safety measures. 

Windows and doors are undoubtedly the most important
external areas to secure and should always be locked when the
premises are unoccupied. Window bars and grilles are also an
effective deterrent if the need for further security is needed.

Insurance companies often insist on minimum security
standards for locks, windows, and the perimeter and roof of
your premises to strengthen entry points and conform to
British Standard 3621, preferably with registered keys and one
owner.

Invest in safety mirrors
One of the ways to ensure external security is to utilise safety

Premises Protection

Safety Measures For External
Premises Protection
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mirrors. Safety or security mirrors can help with blind spots
and offer a wider view of an area such as a car park, whilst
also acting as a deterrent to potential trespassers. Such mirrors
are small enough to use above or around windows, doors,
gates and other points of access allowing for a wider view of
the surrounding area when stood at different angles, this can
ensure that blind spots are seen. 

Convex, quarter dome, half dome and full hemisphere shaped
mirrors can be added to your building to aid in improving the
sight around the premises. Each type of security mirror has its
benefits depending on the angle of the building, with
suitability for internal use as well as around the perimeter.

Consider electronic security
Electronic security, such as CCTV and alarms, can provide

another level of protection for your business. CCTV is a widely
used deterrent which allows one person to monitor multiple
areas, including remote sites, at the same time, making it
useful for security maintenance. Alarms are also key for exterior
security and alert management of trespassers on the premises.
Before choosing an alarm, compare prices and specifications,
and ensure that the alarm conforms with British Standard
4737-3.0:1988. 

Secure entry and exit points
As entry and exit points are most susceptible to security

breaches, the risk assessment should start here. It is
paramount that these areas are secured with high-quality locks
to ensure increased protection. Security cameras around these
areas are also highly recommended for added protection in
case of theft or forced entry.

The insurance policy will be able to advise regarding the
minimum level of security that is required for each entry point.
However, if the business can afford to invest more and
purchase a higher level security system, it is certainly a
decision worth making for added peace of mind.

Use high-quality glass for windows
Regardless of the type of business, strong quality windows a

are a key element in protecting the premise. Particularly if the
premises includes valuable items such as jewellery or

expensive artwork, armoured or bulletproof glass is highly
desirable. While slightly more expensive, they are a much
stronger deterrent. 

Keep valuables locked away
Although not all premises have extremely valuable equipment,

in most cases there will still be items that can cost the
business thousands of pounds if stolen. Whether it is a piece
of technology with very sensitive and confidential information
or highly expensive goods, most premises should own a strong
safe that these items should be locked in. Sometimes, even
with all the deterrents burglaries can happen. However,
investing in a safe is sure to protect business valuables against
the worst possible scenarios.

Add more layers of security
If a premises already has a security system and camera,

consider taking this to the next level by investing in higher
quality locks, stronger window glass or even motion sensor
lights. Such investments will not only help to strengthen your
security barriers but will also act as deterrents to potential
intruders. 

Equipment Checks 
Every piece of equipment on-site should be regularly checked

for its safety and functionality. CCTV cameras, security systems
and other theft protective technologies don’t always work
perfectly, and they may sometimes have a day off, exactly
when they are needed the most. Although unlikely, to avoid
any possible occurrences of equipment malfunctioning,
monitoring and checks should be conducted regularly.

There are many security aspects to take into consideration
when ensuring that a business premise is fully safeguarded.
However, by following these few tips, business owners are sure
to keep their premises as safe as possible.

Premises Protection
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At the start of the year, there was real optimism that 2021
would be a pivotal 12 months to accelerate the UK’s ambition
to hit net zero emissions by 2050. While there have been some
delays to some key pieces of policy, several important strategy
documents have been published, including the Industrial
Decarbonisation Strategy and Transport Decarbonisation Plan.
This means that the focus on reducing emissions from both the
public and private sector is growing. 

As such, we have seen several major announcements from
organisations from a variety of sectors of ambitious plans to
reduce their environmental impact, recognising how a more
sustainable approach gives them greater long-term resiliency.

In fact, our recent research shows that, despite the challenges
of the past 18 months and the competition for capital
investment (CAPEX) being high, businesses are embracing net
zero. In a survey of over 60 businesses for our recent ‘Plot
Your Path to Net Zero’ series, the majority of organisations
(72%) agreed that the climate benefits of funding net zero
outweigh the potential cost impact to their operations. 

With this in mind, many businesses are investing in energy
reduction measures ranging from relatively quick wins such as
energy efficiency improvements, to larger projects such as on-
site generation. Out of the businesses we consulted with, 50%
are planning to invest in technology to generate their own
supply as part of their decarbonisation strategies. For us, it is
really encouraging to see businesses show such ambition when
it comes to implementing carbon reduction strategies.

However, to ensure real success, using data to develop and
underpin a net zero delivery roadmap and strategy is critical.
With this in mind, how can data be used to ensure your
carbon reduction and energy management plan is fit for
purpose?

The detail is in the data
When it comes to taking any meaningful action and putting

an ambitious, yet robust, decarbonisation plan in place, the
key first step is ensuring you can accurately measure the
energy that you consume. And for this, you need good data.

This is where metering comes in. And, more specifically, how
the consumption recorded by your meters is then converted
into data.

Despite being a mandated service, choosing a metering and
data collection partner isn’t something many companies give
much thought to. They may just go with their energy supplier if
they are accredited to offer metering services, or the provider
that’s historically always done it.

Or if they are new to metering – for example, as a result of
becoming Half-Hourly (HH) settled due to regulation P272 –
then they may just choose to go with the cheapest provider.

However, historic or cheap doesn’t always translate to
accuracy. And, unless you have an all-inclusive energy contract,
default charges and extras can mount up over the lifetime of
your contract.

In addition, to support the UK’s transition to a more
responsive, low-carbon energy system, the government has
mandated that all old-style traditional meters - the type that
require manual reads to extract consumption data - should be
upgraded by June 2025.

In their place, Automated Meter Reading (AMR) should be
installed. These allow consumption data to be extracted
electronically without having to rely on manual meter reads.
AMR meters automatically collect HH consumption data,
providing accurate insight that equips you to better manage
your energy and reduce waste. 

Furthermore, when you have a large site, or operate multiple
activities, pinpointing how and where you use energy and how
best to target efficiencies can be challenging. Sub-metering
enables you to monitor and target different areas individually,
for example, machinery, refrigeration, lighting and temperature
control. Sub-metering technology also provides access to your
consumption data in real-time, rather than every half hour.

Making data meaningful
Installing the right metering solution is your first step to

better energy management. But, only by making the meter data
you gather meaningful, will you be able to take effective action
to reduce waste and increase efficiency. If this useful data is
not being analysed then it is meaningless. 

There are energy management visualisation platforms that let
you see, track and analyse your electricity and gas
consumption. You can also customise features and reporting,

Data Management
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Data Management

set alarms and compare sites, to help maximise efficiencies
and reduce your costs and carbon emissions.

There are also monitoring systems to enable you to extract
real-time consumption data from specific business operations.
With our online monitoring platform, your data can then be
transformed into actionable insights with the power to improve
energy efficiency and productivity across your organisation.

Plotting you path to net zero
Once you have the right metering solution and energy

management platform in place, and you have the tools to
analyse consumption, you can use this insight to build an
effective emissions reduction plan.

Effective road mapping should identify improvements,
including looking at times of use, efficiency of infrastructure
and processes, and changing employee behaviour to help
reduce emissions or costs, which can then be turned into
meaningful action.

For us, there are several key steps that can be taken:

1. Invest in energy efficiency

Energy efficiency is a ‘no regrets action’, particularly if you
have a plant, office or on-site premises that could benefit from
relatively ‘quick wins’ such as switching to more efficient light
emitting diode (LED) lighting, as well as bigger investments
into effective motor management and low carbon heating or
cooling solutions. Many organisations are leaping straight to
renewable technology solutions without optimising existing
plant and services. Using real-time data collection and analysis
can enable your business to spot and correct areas of waste,
or to assess the effectiveness of each new energy efficiency
measure implemented.

2. Consider sustainable on-site generation

As mentioned above, many businesses are already
considering investing in an on-site generation asset, as buying

and using renewable power is a key way to offset carbon
emissions. When it comes to on-site generation, there is now a
great deal of choice including solar photovoltaic (PV), heat
pumps or wind. As well as reducing emissions, it also makes
businesses less reliant on the grid, enabling greater control
over their energy consumption, as well as providing future
revenue opportunities by becoming a flexible asset. Our guide -
‘Plot Your Path to Net Zero: A Focus on Sustainable On-Site
Generation’ - provides more advice on the options available to
your business.

3. Put the credibility behind sustainability 

‘Greenwashing’ has become a common term, with consumers
as well as environmental and energy experts willing to call out
bad corporate behaviour and disingenuous promises when it
comes to net zero pledges. A plan built on effective data
management helps businesses to ensure they have credible
evidence behind their pledges, enabling them to stand up to
increasing customer, consumer, stakeholder and investor
scrutiny. 

A data-led future
As we await further policy and guidance on the net zero

transition, it is important for businesses to demonstrate the
return on investment of implementing sustainability measures
both in terms of reducing cost and carbon. 

From starting with relative low-cost, no regrets, ‘quick wins’ in
terms of energy efficiency, to exploring models such as Power
Purchase Agreements (PPAs) for on-site generation, any carbon
reduction strategy needs to be underpinned by good and
robust data to prove value and ensure meaningful actions are
taken.
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Littering, dog fouling, spitting and public urination are all
criminal offences subject to Fixed Penalty Notices (FPN), but
inconsistent enforcement across the country over decades has
eradicated standards of behaviour and complaints from the
public continue to spiral.  Yet small behavioural changes have
a big impact: consistent, routine enforcement reduces littering.
Awareness changes attitudes. Spaces stay cleaner, safer and
more enjoyable for the community. 

With growing awareness of the value of these green spaces
to physical and mental health, how can local authorities break
the cycle of littering and achieve an affordable solution to
environmental crime enforcement? Dyl Kurpil, Managing
Director, District Enforcement explains why outsourcing
environmental crime enforcement can not only release a
financial burden on local authorities but also achieve
behavioural change that delivers tangible community benefits.

Green Space is Essential
The importance of urban green spaces has long been

established. The first city park was created in Preston in 1833,

swiftly followed by an array of spaces across towns and cities
to improve the unhealthy lives of city dwellers. Over the past
five decades acknowledgement  of their importance to society,
and as a result investment in these spaces, has steadily
declined. Until the arrival of a global pandemic, when our
parks became the only chance for outside exercise for huge
numbers of people.

This uplift in awareness and usage also ties into more recent
acceptance of the role of urban green space in improving
physical and mental health, contributing to reducing crime and
antisocial behaviour, encouraging community cohesion and
environmental benefits, including clean air. With growing
awareness of the value of rewilding and pollinator friendly
habitats, local authorities are combining with voluntary groups
to refocus on these vital resources.

Nevertheless, with UK local authorities facing a £3 billion
budget deficit as the nation emerges from the pandemic, there
is huge pressure on resources. How can a council prioritise
clean green spaces? Yet, without proactive intervention littering,
dog fouling and public urination will continue to undermine the
safety and enjoyment of citizens.

Green Spaces

Keeping our greenspaces 
clean and safe
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The nation fell back in love with its urban green spaces during the Covid pandemic – but, from
discarded face masks to the fouling of lockdown puppies, keeping these spaces clean and safe
is creating a massive burden for local authorities that simply do not have the funds. 
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Green Spaces

Changing Behaviour
Littering is a criminal offence, although the swathes of litter

and dog mess affecting our green spaces suggests that many
individuals have no idea that every cigarette butt, piece of
chewing gum or apple core they drop is criminal behaviour.
People either don’t know or don’t care that if they are caught
leaving an entire loaf of bread for the pigeons or the ducks,
urinating in public or spitting – both of which pose significant
risks to public health - they will be subject to a Fixed Penalty
Notice (FPN) of up to £150.

Despite this, as the lack of consistency in issuing FPNs across
the UK reveals, this is a difficult service for local authorities to
provide both culturally and financially themselves. It is hard to
manage and difficult to resource. The resultant ad hoc
approach fails to achieve the education and awareness required
to achieve behavioural change and, essentially, stop people
littering.

The alternative is to outsource environmental compliance, a
service that can be cost neutral for councils. Turning to a
trusted third party, that is driven by a desire to improve the
quality and cleanliness of green spaces, is not just about
authorising the outsourcer to issue FPNs in the area. It is about
embracing a service that combines compliance with education
and awareness to drive behavioural change.

Proactive Community Resource
Changing attitudes is key. Outsourced litter officers are trained

to engage with offenders as customers, explaining why they are
receiving an FPN or, in some cases, just a warning.  With the
right approach from officers, the majority of individuals
typically respond with apology, embarrassment or confusion –
it is the minority who become defensive, dismissive or, at
worse, aggressive. As a result, FPN compliance can be as high
as 90%, with few individuals opting to take the case to the
Magistrate’s Court where, more often than not, it is the word of
a known enforcement officer that is believed.

The underpinning goal is to reduce littering, which is why
education and awareness are fundamental tenets of successful
enforcement. In addition to local community campaigns and
signage, officers also work closely with litter picking volunteers
and take part in litter picks. The areas patrolled by officers are
also intelligence led, with the routes created based on
feedback and complaints from volunteers and general public
about incidents of litter and fouling.

In addition, officers will be proactive. If there is a spike in
litter from a local fast food provider, for example, the officer
will talk to the manager and suggest ways to improve customer
behaviour, such as new signage and more bins. Feedback is
also provided to the council, raising problems such as
inadequate litter disposal options or the need for more
frequent bin emptying. 

Environmental Determinism
By joining up the entire process and working with the wider

community, an outsourced litter enforcement service can not
only provide the council with important additional revenue,
including a proportion of FPNs issued, which can be reinvested
in environmental services, but also drive measurable
behavioural change. 

Each individual change has a wider effect - the cleaner the
space, the more likely people are to find a bin or take their
rubbish home. When litter is everywhere, people feel less
compunction about their behaviour. With the majority of FPNs
issued to first time offenders – with limited numbers of repeat
offenders - people’s behaviour changes fast. Each time a
council can take a more robust, consistent approach to litter
enforcement, overall levels of littering fall – not only in green
spaces but everywhere, from the high street onwards.

By creating an environment where accidental or lazy littering
is eradicated, the focus can shift towards the serious, repeat
offenders – enforcement teams have the time and space to
undertake the more complex investigations.

Conclusion
The difficulty for local authorities is making the move and

deciding to trust a private sector outsource provider. This is
where the attitude of the outsourcer is key. The company
needs to be transparent about both processes and cost model.
It needs to demonstrate that officers are not incentivised on
the number of FPNs they issue, but that the business model
stands up based on jointly agreed deliverables. And it needs to
be part of the wider process of education, community
engagement and taking a proactive approach to achieving
behavioural change.

That change is long overdue. For too long the inconsistent
strategies adopted by different local authorities have resulted
in rising complaints about littering, dog fouling and fly tipping.
Even at the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic while some
local authorities started to enforce FPNs for spitting due to the
rapid spread of the virus, the approach was not consistent
across the country.

Reliance is on dedicated teams of volunteer litter pickers. If
the litter problem can be dealt with before it is dropped, our
streets and our green spaces will be cleaner, healthier and
more enjoyable for everyone. And the burden for cleaning and
maintaining these invaluable spaces will also reduce.
Behavioural change is key – and that can only be achieved
through consistent enforcement of the law.
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Whether it’s proactive maintenance of drains or grounds or
readying your plan for snow and ice clearance, Brendan
Aherne, Winter Services Director at OUTCO explains that now is
the time to prepare for winter.

Estates management is ultimately all about risk. Wear and
tear on assets risks reducing their value. Leaving small
problems unresolved risks greater costs down the line that may
have a material impact on an organisation’s bottom line.
Beyond the risks to the fabric of buildings or car parks, there
is of course the human dimension: Hazardous conditions such
as slippery surfaces or broken paving onsite risk injury to site
users, which in these litigious times carries the heavy risk of
legal action, liability claims and even imprisonment for
breaches of the Health & Safety at Work Act, which fall under
criminal rather than civil law. 

Perhaps more than any other time in the year, winter is when
these multiple overlapping risk factors coincide: On the one
hand, extreme weather conditions such as storms, flooding,
snowy or icy conditions present direct hazards, while on the
other, limited daylight hours or access to sites caused by
weather conditions conspire to make it more challenging to
resolve issues. As a result, it’s vital to take a comprehensive
and early approach to assess and plan for the winter months
that encompasses areas such as grounds maintenance,
drainage, and - naturally - snow and ice clearance.  

Grounds maintenance priorities
Many organisations significantly reduce grounds

maintenance with the onset of winter, for example by
reducing the number of site visits after the main
growing season ends. However, even when lawns aren’t
in need of regular cutting this can be a false economy:
some of the most beneficial care is carried out in the
coldest months to help lawns grow healthily and free
of moss during the summer, and this is true for
grounds maintenance as a whole: In any given season,
the work you’ve done in the preceding period is often
the key to success. 

A key activity in the approach to winter is leaf
clearing, which is generally required between
September and December. Beyond the aesthetic
considerations, wet leaves on pavements can present a

slipping hazard that can present just as much legal risk
to site owners as the snows and ice of winter. Leaf
collection is also an important way to prevent more
costly works further down the line. For example, leaves
and debris that build up can destroy lawns which will
require grounds teams to undertake more costly work
later to bring these areas back up to standard.
Similarly, decaying leaves on lawns or hard standings
can also form a substrate that allows weeds to
germinate. This then requires more weed control as
well as unnecessary and costly chemical treatments
during the growing season. 

Autumn provides a great time to schedule
landscaping works such as planting and arboriculture
activity. August through to November is also an
important period to focus on landscaping activities like
hedge trimming. This is not just to keep things tidy
but also to ensure safe access around paths and to
preserve sight lines for vehicle traffic in car parks and
for security cameras. Similarly, another important area
to consider is the safety of trees onsite and it’s
important to ensure that any wooded areas near

buildings or paths have been recently inspected for dead wood
that may need removing to ensure safety during winter storms.
As with any area of health and safety, acting proactively
regarding tree safety and effectively documenting this action is
the key to mitigating legal hazards should the worse happen. 

Getting ready for the rains
One of the defining features of the British climate is rainfall,

which is why it’s vital to ensure that drainage systems are
working as they should ahead of winter. Again, this is an area
where planned maintenance is important to ensure drains can
handle the expected conditions. The Met Office has warned
that the UK will see an increase in the number of “high impact
heavy rainfall” days, with intense and prolonged rainfall seeing
a rise in flooding. While drainage systems are not designed for
flash flooding, proactive measures such as CCTV drainage
surveys and high-pressure water jetting will ensure that they
can operate at their optimal level. 

The needs of sites will vary, but inspections and cleaning of
drains should be undertaken at least once a year. A
recommendation is that this is done around September time to

Taking no chances with winter readiness

Winter Preparations
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remove leaves and debris that have been washed into drains
and to ensure the drainage system can run at full capacity
over winter. Ideally, that process should be repeated in March
to cope with build up over winter. As well as camera surveys
of drains, inspections should also look for obvious issues on
site like ponding in car parks, - an obvious sign that water
can’t get away, depressions that could indicate a collapsed
drain, or to identify and clear vegetation in drainage gullies
that would impact their effectiveness.  

Obviously, prevention is cheaper than the cure and this is
certainly the case with drainage, where expensive excavation
and drain repairs can be prevented with effective planned
maintenance. Hence, regular planned drain cleansing and site
surveys can ensure any potential issues can be identified and
dealt with before becoming an expensive problem. For
example, techniques and methods such as no dig and pipe
relining repairs, can ensure that drainage issues can be
rectified with minimal disruption and without the need for
expensive excavations. In other words, scheduling inspections
to help with winter readiness can also help manage costs over
the long term. It’s also worth keeping in mind that
organisations have a duty of care to maintain drainage and
failures to do so - for example in the case of spills on site -
could result in fines from the water authority. 

Plan properly for snow and ice clearance
Clearly, many of winter’s greatest risks come in the form of

snow and ice. Over one of the harshest winters of recent
years, 2017/18, Hospital Episode Statistics for England recorded
over 7,200 people requiring hospital treatment after slipping
on snow or ice. These are figures that organisations can’t
afford to ignore: Litigation follows hot on the heels of cold
weather accidents and ‘slipping on ice’ accidents have the
potential for the highest value claims and compensation. 

Planning for winter should be well under way months in
advance. Yet worryingly, many organisations approach winter in
a poor state of readiness: Every year, our winter maintenance
team receives multiple desperate calls from businesses finding
their arrangements for snow and ice clearing falling short –
whether its emergency cover needed when a contractor fails to
show, or even requests for quotes arriving as the snow starts

falling. This ad hoc approach that treats cold conditions as an
afterthought can even be seen in otherwise highly professional
FM operations. A striking example we encountered was a state-
of-the-art fulfilment centre brought to a halt due to compacted
snow that had turned the loading areas into ice rinks. In that
case, leaving the task of clearing ice to poorly trained staff
caused a just-in-time supply chain to grind to a halt. 

Hence, taking a proactive and fully managed approach to
winter maintenance is key to business continuity, preventing
accidents and mitigating potential liability claims. Whether
outsourcing to expert contractors or carrying out work in
house, your adverse weather policy should clearly
communicate how your organisation will manage/take action in
extreme weather situations. Key aspects of any effective plan
include:

• Use of a recognised health and safety management system
(e.g OHSAS18001) to ensure the plan is fit for purpose.

• Clearly defined and communicated responsibilities for
teams on the ground and within management. 

• A process for documenting proactive actions, incidents and
investigations undertaken with records kept for three years
minimum.

• Ensuring the plan is based on detailed surveys to identify
hazard areas and that action is undertaken according to real
time accurate weather data and agreed action triggers for
service.

• Adequate resourcing with either professional contractors or
a dedicated trained in-house team, sufficient and well-
maintained equipment.

• Clearly defined KPIs to measure performance against and a
process to review the plan and any KPIs on a regular basis (at
least bi-annually) 

Underpinning all of this is a proactive, professional mindset
that looks to anticipate and pre-empt seasonal risks. Estates
management is about managing risk but it’s also about
priorities and understanding where best to invest the energies
of your organisation and when to bring in the right skills to
take on the breadth of challenges.

Winter Preparations
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